**Maths at the Supermarket**

**Long Lasting Milk Section**

Check the *expiry date* on a long lasting milk carton.

Calculate the number of *whole weeks* and *days* till the expiry date.

___ weeks  ___ days left

**Fruit & Vegetables Section**

We need _____ kg *tomatoes* for our cooking session.

How many tomatoes do you think will weigh _____ kg?

◯ tomatoes

*Check your estimate by weighing the tomatoes on the scales found in this section.*

□ tomatoes
**Special Offer Section**

Find a similar offer.

Calculate the cost of one item.

**Compare** the answer with the cost of buying only one item.

*Is the offer worth it?*

---

**Near the Price Scanner**

Choose an item nearby.

Look out for the **barcode**.

Put the barcode in front of the price scanner to check the price of that item.

*Calculate the discount.*
Detergent Section

Look carefully at the label on the detergents and find the capacity of each container.

Draw containers to show a total capacity of $12\frac{1}{2}$ litres.

At the Cash Counter

Estimate the total cost of your shopping basket, by rounding the price of each item.

€ _____.___

Find the difference between your estimate and the actual cost.